We have developed an automatic technique to search for low-surface-brightness (LSB) galaxies in the local Universe (v # 5000 km s À1 ) using the automated plate measuring (APM) scan data of UK Schmidt photographic plates. We optimized our technique and selection criteria by surveying the known LSB galaxies in the Fornax cluster. Plate-to-plate magnitude calibrations were carried out using independent CCD sequences. The galaxies we detected are brighter than 20 B mag, have scalesizes greater than 3 arcsec and a central surface brightness fainter than 22.5 mag arcsec À2 . In total 2435 LSB galaxies were detected over a total area of 2187 deg 2 . The survey covers the Fornax cluster, NGC 1400, Sculptor and Dorado groups and the ®eld between. We detect on average 32 LSB galaxies per 5:88´5:88 ®eld. We have estimated the background (v > 5000 km s À1 ) contamination in three ways: by numerical modelling, using a limited redshift sample and comparing our Fornax data with those of Ferguson. The results indicate a contamination of about 19 galaxies per ®eld.
INTRODUCTION
The dif®culty in detecting the majority of galaxies in nearby clusters lies in the fact that they have surface brightnesses comparable to or lower than that of the sky background. The true nature of these galaxies (and their actual quantity) remains hidden behind the veil of sky brightness. This hidden population may be, in terms of formation and evolutionary history, entirely different from that of well-known catalogued galaxies. Freeman (1970) showed that typical catalogued spiral galaxies have a narrow range of central surface brightnesses with a peak at m 0 21:65 6 0:3 B mag arcsec À2 . One explanation is that selection effects are at work making these galaxies the most visible, but not necessarily the most proli®c (Arp 1965; Disney 1976) . It is clear that galaxies with much lower surface brightnesses exist and some of them are spectacular. Malin 1, the largest disc galaxy known to date and the richest in neutral hydrogen (at least 1´10 11 M ( or ®ve times more than that observed previously in any spirals), was discovered to have m 0 26:5 B mag arcsec À2 (Bothun et al. 1987) . This value gives a tantalizing hint of the potentially huge hidden population that lies faintward of Freeman's value. It is clear that these elusive galaxies [better known as lowsurface-brightness (LSB) galaxies] numerically dominate the galaxy population in nearby clusters (Binggeli, Sandage & Tamman 1985; Davies et al. 1988; Phillipps et al. 1987; Ferguson & Sandage 1988; Ferguson 1989; Irwin et al. 1990; etc.) , though by far the majority, unlike Malin 1, have low luminosity as well as LSB (we will refer to all the galaxies in our sample as`LSB galaxies' irrespective of their luminosity).
The spatial distribution and number density of LSB galaxies in the local ®eld outside clusters is particularly poorly known because deep-and wide-area surveys do not exist. The large-area survey described in this paper aims to give a clearer, though limited, picture of the local population of LSB galaxies in the ®eld, cluster and groups and to assess whether there are enough local LSB galaxies to account for the excess faint blue galaxies detected at higher redshifts (Colless et al. 1990 (Colless et al. , 1992 (Colless et al. , 1993 Cowie, Songaila & Hu 1991) .
An understanding of the distribution and properties of LSB galaxies may provide a new insight into how galaxies form and evolve. The biased galaxy formation model (Dekel & Silk 1986) predicts that, having been formed from small peaks in the primordial density¯uctuation, these LSB galaxies are to be found not only in clusters (high-density regions where bright galaxies are thought to have been formed) but also in groups and the ®eld, including the void (a region characterized by the glaring absence of bright galaxies). If this prediction is correct then LSB galaxies should give a more accurate representation of the underlying mass distribution of the Universe. Consequently, the numbers and spatial extent of LSB galaxies are of particular interest as they can be used as a tool to test current galaxy and large-scale structure formation models (see also the model of Babul & Rees 1992) .
This project was motivated to shed some light on the problems highlighted above. In particular, this large sky area survey will try to address the following questions.
bright galaxies? Do they have the same clustering properties, suggesting that they follow the same mass distribution?
(ii) What are the implications of the clustering properties on galaxy formation scenarios?
(iii) Is there any difference in properties between ®eld and cluster LSB galaxies?
(iv) Can local LSB galaxies account for the excess number of faint blue galaxies seen at higher redshifts?
(v) How signi®cant is the contribution of LSB galaxies to the local luminosity density? Fig. 1 shows Digitized Sky Survey images of typical LSB galaxies detected in the Fornax region using a technique that we have devised to pick out galaxies automatically from the Automated Plate Measuring (APM) machine scans. The source of images scanned by APM is the UK Schmidt Telescope (UKST) photographic plates. The survey was targeted at relatively small LSB galaxies, as larger ones require a different scanning procedure from the one that produced our data (see below).
A test run of the survey was carried out over the Fornax ®eld because of the abundance of previous data. After several trials the technique was optimized to maximize the detection of Fornax LSB galaxies (predominantly dE galaxies, see below) and to minimize the contamination by normal background galaxies that may be masquerading as foreground LSB dwarfs. The data of Ferguson (1989) were used as a cross-reference to determine the Fornax membership and background contamination (other methods of estimating the background contamination are discussed in Section 7). The survey was then expanded to cover the NGC 1400, Sculptor and Dorado groups and the ®elds between them and is optimized to ®nd LSB galaxies similar to the dE galaxies found in the nearby Fornax cluster.
In addition, spectroscopic observations of a subsample of our galaxies were carried out to give us an estimate of the number of background galaxies which contaminate our sample. We have also carried out two numerical simulations to estimate the expected local LSB and background populations in our sample. The results of the simulation were used to consolidate the estimate of background contamination obtained from the spectroscopic observations and from a cross-reference of our Fornax data with that of Ferguson (1989) .
Our survey is optimized to ®nd galaxies fainter than m 0 22:5 B mag arcsec À2 while still satisfying the magnitude selection limit of B T # 20 and the scalelength selection limit of a $ 3:0 arcsec. Fig. 2 298 Z. Morshidi-Esslinger, J. I. Davies and R. M. Smith q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 297±310 Figure 1 . Typical LSB galaxies detected using the automated technique. Each frame is 1:5´1:5 arcmin 2 .
illustrates the area within which our galaxies are contained on the m 0 ±B T plane (the area shaded with solid diagonal lines). Although this shaded area is small it is a region that has only been previously explored in any detail in the nearby Virgo and Fornax clusters. Ours is the ®rst uniform survey (the same selection criteria) to cover a large area of sky (including cluster, groups and the general ®eld). Note, however, that Sprayberry, Impey & Irwin (1996) have also conducted a large-area survey (a total of 786 deg 2 ) but only for large galaxies, most of which have diameters larger than 30 arcsec. Although we do not impose any lower limit to the surface brightnesses of our galaxies, we do not expect a great number of them to be fainter than m 0 . 24:5 B mag arcsec À2 because the photographic plates have a very limited dynamic range compared with CCD detectors .
The details of the techniques we used in this survey are discussed in Section 2, the plate calibrations in Section 3, details of a model used to estimate the local population in Section 4, the survey in Section 5, the catalogue in Section 6 and our estimates of the background population in Section 7. All these issues are summarized in Section 8. In Morshidi-Esslinger, Davies & Smith (1999, hereafter Paper II) we will discuss the spatial distribution and properties of the galaxies detected. In addition, we will discuss the possible link between our sample galaxies and those seen at higher redshifts (the faint blue galaxies problem), and the contribution they make to the local mass and luminosity density.
The selection effects
The surface brightness distribution of normal disc galaxies has been observed to peak very sharply at m 0 < 21:65 6 0:3 Bm (Freeman 1970) . One possible explanation is that this almost constant surface brightness is caused by observational selection effects (Arp 1965; Disney 1976; Disney & Phillipps 1983; Davies 1990 ) rather than the real physical properties of disc galaxies. Galaxies fainter than Freeman's value are not easily visible (Disney & Phillipps 1983) because observational selection effects are working against them. Local ®eld surveys have not probed to low enough surface brightness levels to detect LSB dwarf galaxies, which may contribute signi®cantly to the exponential rise at the faint end of the luminosity function (Loveday 1997) . The LSB dwarfs are very dif®cult to detect not only because they have low luminosity but also because of their LSB (Ferguson & Binggeli 1994) . Faint luminosity and surface brightness lead to a very small volume within which the dwarf galaxies can be detected. These volumes can be expressed as (Disney & Phillipps 1983 Davies et al. (1988) , Caldwell et al. (1987) and Ferguson (1989) a and a pc are scalelengths measured in arcsec and pc, respectively and m lim is the surface brightness at the limiting isophote. This is discussed in detail in Disney & Phillipps (1983) . From the above equations it is clear that having both a low luminosity and a low surface brightness severely restricts the volume over which a galaxy can be detected. For example, a Freeman galaxy with M À21 and m 0 21:7 B mag arcsec À2 can be seen within a volume ,3000 times greater than a low-luminosity LSB galaxy with M À16 and m 0 23:5 B mag arcsec À2 (we have assumed magnitude selection m lim 25:2 Bm and m lim 20:0 in the above calculation). Having highlighted the importance of observational selection, it is not our intention to try to account for these selection effects in this paper. Our main purpose is to obtain a uniformly selected sample over a large area of sky.
THE TECHNIQUE
The data we have used are APM scans of UKST photographic plates. The APM machine, by means of a fast laser microdensitometer, scans an area of 5:88´5:88 of a 68´68 UKST U photographic plate following a two-pass procedure. First, it determines the sky background as a function of position on the plate. Secondly, it detects images which are in the form of connected pixels above a predetermined threshold above sky. The laser beam runs across the plate in strips 2 mm wide using an acoustooptic de¯ector. Re-imaging optics below the plate focus the transmitted laser light on to a slit and through to the measuring photomultiplier. The output is digitized at 16 bits and converted into optical density through a programmable 16 bit look-up table (LUT). A massive X ±Y table is moved relative to the plate in sequence so that the laser will eventually cover the entire plate. Each scan line within the 2-mm width is digitized into 256 samples at ,7:5 mm spacing. The scan gives a 0:5´0:5 arcsec 2 pixel resolution. Technical details of the system are given in Kibblewhite et al. (1984) .
In addition, the processing computer assigns a¯ag number to each image it picks up. This is done by distributing all of the detected objects (stars, galaxies, plate defects, other noise, etc.) on a size±magnitude plot, relying on the fact that stellar objects and galaxies have distinctly different intrinsic pro®les (Maddox 1988) . A star that falls along a well-de®ned stellar ridge line is tagged as À1. Other objects are plotted in the same manner and their separations from the stellar ridge line are measured. Images which are more than 2:0j away are tagged with 1 as non-stellar objects (galaxies). Eccentricities of stellar objects are investigated to differentiate real stars from overlapping groups of stars and galaxies. The latter objects are tagged with 2 as merged objects. The remaining objects, with parameters that are highly unlikely for real stars and galaxies, are tagged with 0 as noise. Each image is assigned 16 scan parameters, namely, isophotal intensity, Y-coordinate,¯ag number, X-coordinate, XX moment, YY moment, XYmoment, peak height relative to threshold and eight areal pro®les at levels of T 1, T 2, T 4, T 8, T 16, T 32, T 64, and T 128. T is the threshold level of each plate, which is an arbitrary photometric density unit.
Only objects that are classi®ed by the APM as galaxies are selected for this study. To minimize stellar contaminations we select galaxies that are at least 50j away from the stellar ridge line in the size±magnitude plot. All of the objects we are interested in are assumed to have exponential light pro®les (Davies 1989) . We then ®tted the APM areal pro®les to an exponential [i.e. I I 0 e Àr=a ].
The areal pro®le is a parameter that measures the variation of area with isophotal brightness. Having ®tted the areal pro®les to the exponential, we then calculate the following parameters for each galaxy:
(i) extrapolated central surface brightness, m 0 ; (ii) scalelength, a; (iii) apparent blue magnitude, B T .
The calibration of the Fornax plate was carried out using data from Davies et al. (1988) . We made several searches for LSB galaxies in the Fornax Cluster and adjusted our selection criteria to optimize our detection technique, i.e. to minimize the number of background contaminating galaxies and to maximize the number of detected cluster LSB dE galaxies. Checking against Ferguson (1989) and the Digitized Sky Survey, test samples of Fornax galaxies with scalelengths smaller than 3.0 arcsec or with central surface brightness brighter than 22:5 B mag arcsec À2 suffer greater background contamination and larger numbers of spurious detections. Based on the results of our trial runs, the search technique was optimized using the following selection criteria (further justi®ca-tions for these criteria are given below): (i) m 0 fainter than 22:5 B mag arcsec À2 ; (ii) a larger than 3.0 arcsec; (iii) B T brighter than 20th magnitude.
Checking each object we detected on the plate that satis®es the selection criteria against the Digitized Sky Survey we found that 94 per cent of the detected objects were genuine LSB galaxies while the remaining objects were in fact stellar haloes, edges of bright galaxies or plate defects. Having removed the spurious detections from our test sample we proceeded to compare the results with those of Davies et al. (1988 ), Caldwell (1987 , Ferguson (1989) , Irwin et al. (1990) and Davies (1989) (see Table 1 ).
Using a cross-reference against Ferguson (1989) we found that 70 of our detections were listed as cluster galaxies, 19 were background galaxies while the remaining three were not classi®ed at all. Out of 92 detections, 89 appeared in Ferguson's catalogue and he classi®ed 72 of these as dE galaxies while the rest were either spirals, dSO galaxies or appear as groups of galaxies. Caldwell (1987) detected 145 dwarf elliptical galaxies in the Fornax cluster. Checking against his catalogue, we found that 69 members of our APM sample were listed as dE galaxies. He divided these dEs into two types, namely ordinary ellipticals (E) for smooth and diffuse ellipticals and nucleated ellipticals (N) for those with prominent nuclei. Based on his catalogue, 20 of our dEs were found to have distinct nuclei and the rest were ordinary dEs. Irwin et al. (1990) , in detecting by eye very LSB galaxies in Fornax, utilized the same APM data with slightly different selection criteria. They obtained a catalogue of 134 LSB galaxies. Checking against their catalogue, 34 galaxies in our sample were found to have been detected by them. They also discuss the cluster membership and how this is related to surface brightness. They argue that galaxies with surface brightness fainter than 22:5 Bm were more likely to be cluster members because their spatial distribution indicates that LSB galaxies tend to cluster more towards the cluster centre. They suggest that a survey for galaxies faintwards of 22:5 Bm would minimize the background contamination.
Though the technique is very ef®cient at picking up genuine galaxies (i.e. 94 per cent of the objects we detected automatically were genuine LSB galaxies), we were still missing some objects compared with other catalogues. Checking against the galaxies catalogued by Davies (1989) , we discovered that 33 out of 66 galaxies that we should have detected (those within our selection criteria) were missing. Upon closer inspection we found that most of these galaxies were classi®ed by APM as merged or`noise' objects and listed by Davies (1989) as dIs. The selection criteria is thus best suited to the detection of smooth-pro®le dE galaxies. We did ®nd that some objects had been assigned higher surface brightnesses than that listed by Davies (1989) (see below).
We marginally improved our technique by applying two corrections, taking account ®rst of the ellipticity of the images and secondly of the effect of vignetting on the plate.
The surface brightnesses of the LSB galaxies were initially computed by calculating the counts within circular isophotal areas. Making the isophotal area of a highly elliptical image circular leads to a small value of a and a high (incorrect) value for m 0 .T o overcome this problem the axial ratio (b=a) of each LSB galaxy was derived from parameters called XX, XY and YY moments (Cawson 1983) . Incorporating these values into our programme, the new extrapolated central surface brightness for each galaxy was determined. The corrected central surface brightness, m m corr and a corr are essentially major axis parameters, but as most of our objects are rather circular the correction is generally small and had little effect on the total number of galaxies detected.
A common problem among telescopic observations is vignetting. It varies with the distance from the centre of the plate. A galaxy near the edge of the plate would appear fainter while a galaxy at the centre is virtually unaffected. To overcome this problem we corrected the dimming effect with the vignetting pro®le for APM scans of UKST photographic plates (Irwin, private communication) . Saturation of the photographic images is not important as this occurs at surface brightnesses above 22 Bm . In summary, the corrections led to an increase in detection of only three LSB galaxies on the Fornax ®eld.
Using the above selection criteria, we expanded our survey area beyond the Fornax plate towards the Sculptor, NGC 1400 and Dorado groups to eventually cover 65 plates (or a total of 2187 deg 2 ). We discuss below the methods we used to calibrate these plates, to estimate the background contamination and to predict the nearby population of LSB galaxies we might expect to detect.
PLATE CALIBRATION
One of the major problems we encountered in this project was the calibration of the plates. The ®rst plate we surveyed as a test run was the Fornax plate. The wealth of photometric data available from previous searches of the Fornax plate makes it relatively easy for us to calibrate it. The lack of photometric data available for ®eld galaxies between the Fornax cluster and the Sculptor group slowed down our progress considerably. The problem was solved, at least for this part of the survey, when CCD sequences of faint galaxies, which have been used to calibrate the plates for the APM galaxy survey, became available (Maddox, Efstathiou & Sutherland 1990) . Further calibrators have kindly been provided by Loveday (private communication) .
Of the 65 plates used in this survey, 23 plates have calibrating objects. The plates adjacent to them were then calibrated using faint stars (18th to 20th mag) in the overlapping areas of width 0.88. The APM does not measure magnitudes very accurately for stars fainter than 20th mag and brighter than 18th mag (because of saturation). Having calibrated these plates, the neighbouring plates were then calibrated using the overlapping regions in a similar manner. The calibration is double-checked by using the faint stars in different overlapping regions (i.e. regions overlapped by another plate). Fig. 3 shows several examples of calibration plots. The top left panel is a calibration plot of J2698 (F358) using data of Davies et al. (1988) . The plot of J2765 (F301) using the data of Loveday (1996) is shown in the top right panel. J3580 (F302) was calibrated using the data of Maddox et al. (1990) and the plot is shown in the bottom left panel. Having calibrated J3580 (F302), we used the stars in its overlapping region to calibrate J6628 (F359). The resulting plot is shown in the bottom right panel. The gradient of the plot is determined using least-squares ®tting (assuming a linear relation). Forcing the gradient to become unity, the mean magnitude of one plate was then adjusted to match that of the other. The error is calculated from the standard deviation around the mean value. The calibration was then double-checked (where possible) by performing similar procedures on other overlapped regions. If the calibration constant takes a different value, an average is taken and an error is calculated as the standard deviation around this value. The primary calibration using stars in the overlapped region is accurate to ,0:1 mag; using the secondary calibration the error increases to ,0:2 mag.
THE LOCAL POPULATION OF LSB GALAXIES
One of the objectives of this project was to see if we could detect suf®cient LSB galaxies to account for the high number density of galaxies seen at higher redshift, i.e. the excess faint blue galaxies (FBG) problem (Colless et al. 1990 (Colless et al. , 1991 (Colless et al. , 1993 Cowie et al. 1991) . Have these galaxies now faded so that they remain hidden in the local Universe? Driver (1994) has developed a dwarf-rich model which was able to reconcile the local number counts of galaxies with the excess FBG population. For this reason we have used his luminosity function to predict the number of local dwarf galaxies we may expect to detect.
q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 297±310 Figure 3 . The top right is the calibration plot of the Fornax plate using the data of Davies et al. (1988) . The top left is that of its neighbouring plate, J2765, using the data of Loveday (private communication). The bottom right is a plot of J3580 using the data of Maddox et al. (1990) and the bottom left is a calibration plot of J6628 adjacent to J3580 using the stars in their overlapped region.
In this section we describe the numerical simulations we have used to predict the number of dwarf LSB galaxies expected if Driver's fading model of the FBG population is correct. The galaxies were uniformly populated, corrected and selected according to our selection criteria within a volume slice from z 0t o z 1 before adding up the total number of selected galaxies from each slice. The volume, corresponding to one slice, within which the galaxies were uniformly populated is de®ned by
where d A is given by (for q 0 1=2)
and Dd P is the proper thickness of each slice at z over an interval Dz 0:01. d P d A 1 z and Q is the angular size of each ®eld. (H 0 is assumed to be 50 km s À1 Mpc À1 throughout this paper.) The absolute magnitudes of these galaxies were distributed between M À16 and À12 using Driver's (Schechter) luminosity function (see Table 2 ).
The total number of galaxies of absolute magnitude M in a sliced volume DV z will be
The surface brightness, m 0 , of the galaxies is computed from the following surface brightness±magnitude relation (Ferguson & Binggeli 1994) Caldwell (1983) and Ferguson (1990) have found such a relation between surface brightness and magnitude in their Virgo and Fornax samples. Impey et al. (1996) have also found a similar relation in their sample of large LSB galaxies, though the relation has a large scatter. On the other hand, Davies et al. (1988) and argue that this relation is the result of selection effects, so we also consider a¯at surface brightness distribution from 22.5 to 24.0 mag arcsec À2 . To summarize, we carried out two simulations, each with a different intrinsic surface brightness distribution. Finally, we applied identical selection criteria. Figure 4 . The distribution (distance against apparent magnitude) of the simulated dwarf ellipticals, the background galaxies and our sample of LSBGs, the distances of which were determined by spectroscopic observations. completeness also included an option to alter the density parameter Q 0 to take account of k corrections and surface brightness dimming. Because of the small distances these galaxies can be detected within, changing these cosmological parameters made no difference to the results of the simulations.) The average distance of the simulated dwarf ellipticals is found to be ,53 Mpc and the farthest of them are found to be at around 100 Mpc. The results are summarized in Fig. 4 and Table 3 . In general, the models of nearby dEs predicted a higher number of galaxies per ®eld than we detected (see Section 6). The model with a¯at surface brightness distribution predicts that there are 68 dwarfs per ®eld, while that which used the surface brightness± magnitude relation predicts 54 dwarfs. We will discuss the results of the simulations and their implications on galaxy evolution in Paper II.
5T H E S U R V E Y
Exactly the same selection criteria as those derived from the Fornax plate have been applied to a further 64 plates. Our survey areas are con®ned to the Fornax cluster, the NGC 1400, Sculptor and Dorado groups and the ®elds between them. The positions of the centres of the cluster and groups are listed in Table 4 . Although the area ranges from Dec. À178 to À63:08 and from RA 0 to 5.5 h, it does not cover the entire square area. In total, we have used 65 5:88´5:88 UKST photographic plates corresponding to 2187 deg 2 . The survey was carried out in three stages over a period of 2 yr.
The ®rst stage was over the strip of sky covering the Fornax cluster and the Sculptor group and the ®eld in between. The survey ran from Dec. of À278 to À388 and RA 0 h 00 m to 4 h 15 m . The second stage was carried out over the region of the NGC 1400 group, the area surrounding the Fornax cluster and the ®eld in between. This part of the survey covered Dec. À178 to À438 and RA 2.8 to 5.5 h. Finally, the third stage was an expansion toward the south of the Fornax cluster. This part covered the Dorado group, its surrounding region and the ®eld connecting the group and the Fornax cluster from Dec. À438 to À638.
THE CATALOGUE
Over a total area of 2187 deg 2 we have detected 2435 LSB galaxies. Each of these galaxies has been inspected by eye (using the Digitized Sky Survey images) to ensure that it is a genuine galaxy.
The full catalogue of galaxies is available by e-mail [jid@ astro.cf.ac.uk (JID)]
As the survey was carried out in three stages, the catalogue is accordingly divided into three parts: the NGC 1400, Fornax± Sculptor and the Dorado surveys. The ®elds are listed southwards in Dec. and eastwards in RA.
The general ®eld between the cluster and groups has an average surface density of about 32 galaxies per ®eld. The Fornax cluster, the NGC 1400 and the Dorado groups respectively have surface densities of 95, 58 and 84 galaxies per ®eld. The distribution on the sky of the entire sample is shown in Fig. 5 .
Automated search for nearby galaxies ± I 305 q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 297±310 Table 4 . The coordinates indicate the centre of the cluster and groups and are measured in hours, minutes and seconds and degrees, arcmin and arcsec in 1950. The velocities are corrected for the solar motion. Figure 5 . The positions of LSB galaxies (denoted by crosses) we have detected in this survey in an equal area plot. The plot ranges from Dec. À158 to À658 and RA 0 to 5.5 h. Fields devoid of galaxies have not been surveyed.
To study the local population of LSB galaxies one needs to have a good estimate of the background contamination. Normal bright background galaxies at high redshift can masquerade as faint LSB galaxies. The dif®culty arises in distinguishing nearby faint LSB galaxies from the normal bright background intruders. We have tackled the problem of background contamination in three ways.
(i) By cross-referencing our Fornax galaxies with the ones observed by Ferguson (1989) . Ferguson established the membership of his galaxies to the Fornax cluster by virtue of visual inspections. This is discussed in Section 2.
(ii) By modelling the background population using the bright galaxy luminosity function of Loveday et al. (1992a) .
(iii) By using a limited redshift sample of our LSB galaxies.
Modelling the background population
The second method involves a simulation of the background galaxy population using the galaxy luminosity function of Loveday et al. (1992a) . The simulation is very similar to the simulation of local dwarfs described in Section 4. However, instead of using Driver's dwarf-rich luminosity function we used the ®eld luminosity function of Loveday et al. (1992a) . The galaxies were populated from z 0 to 1 with a range in absolute magnitude from M À22 to À17. Their surface brightnesses were distributed following Freeman's Gaussian function. To correct the surface brightness for cosmology we adopt a k correction of 3z for background spirals (Driver 1994) . We then count galaxies that satisfy our selection criteria. The cosmological density parameter has little effect on our result as the galaxies were not at suf®ciently high redshift (average 306 Z. Morshidi-Esslinger, J. I. Davies and R. M. Smith q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 297±310 Figure 6 . The spectra of 16 LSB galaxies obtained during the ®rst and the second observing runs.
distance of 209 Mpc). The simulation predicts that there is a contamination of approximately 19 background galaxies in each 5:88´5:88 ®eld (see Fig. 4 ). As the simulation indicates that the background galaxies are all detected within a distance of about 400 Mpc, the cosmological dimming in surface brightness is at most 0.7 mag. Thus the major reason for a background galaxy being included in the sample is the scatter in the Freeman surface brightness distribution.
The redshift data
The third method utilized a small redshift sample obtained from spectroscopic observations which we carried out in two stages at the 2.3-m Mount Stromlo Observatory during a total of eight dark nights in 1995 and 1996. The galaxies observed are all in the Fornax ®eld (358) or two of its neighbouring ®elds (357 and 358). The target galaxies were chosen as those with a nearby relatively bright star, so that we could offset on to the LSB galaxy, which was not visible on the TV aquisition system. Initially, precautions were taken to curb the natural tendency to choose the brightest of the galaxies (as it is easier to obtain spectra) in the sample. However, the technical dif®culties and weather problems during the ®rst observation did not allow us to be impartial in choosing redshift candidates. Nevertheless, despite all the dif®culties, we managed to obtain spectra of ®ve galaxies: one in F358, two in F357 and two in F359 with central surface brightnesses ranging from 22.6 mag arcsec À2 to 23.5 mag arcsec À2 . The conditions were much better during the second observing run, allowing us to observe 11 galaxies fainter than 22.7 mag arcsec À2 over a wide range of scalelengths and surface brightnesses. The scalelengths of the galaxies range from 3.1 to 7.6 arcsec. They were from the same ®elds as those in the ®rst observing run.
Observations of these faint objects were carried out by pointing the telescope at a nearby star and then rotating the instrument until thè invisible' galaxy and star were each on the slit. Each galaxy was ideally observed for a total of 125 min split into ®ve separate exposures. A new Tek 1752´266 15-mm pixel CCD was used for the ®rst run and a 1852´562 pixel CCD for the second run. The spectra extended over a wavelength range of 3727±5180 A Ê in the ®rst run and 3600±5500 A Ê in the second. During both runs the 600 grooves mm À1 grating was used to give a dispersion of 1.1 A Ê pixel À1 . The data reduction was carried out using ®garo with preliminary reduction using ccdpack (the packages are available from the Starlink software collection). Some of the frames of 25-min exposure have some defects, which needed to be excluded.
Each frame was bias-subtracted using the ccdpack command debias. The vignetting effect was corrected by dividing the spectra by the vignetting function derived from incandescent¯at exposures. Cosmic rays and bad pixels were removed from each frame by using the ®garo task bclean. The wavelength calibration was done using helium±argon arc lines with a ®tting error of about 0.25 A Ê for the ®rst observing run and 0.31 A Ê for the second one. The spectrum was rebinned to a linear wavelength scale of 1.1 A Ê pixel À1 and scrunched to a logarithmic scale of 74.9 km s À1 per pixel for crosscorrelation. The sky was subtracted from each galaxy spectrum using the ®garo command polysky for long-slit spectrum sky subtraction.
The results were tested by performing a second reduction using the NOAO iraf package for cross-correlation processes. In the ®rst run, the spectra were cross-correlated with that of a globular cluster, NGC 362, whereas those obtained during the second run were cross-correlated using the star HD 196983.
The 16 spectra of the galaxies taken during both runs are illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The results of both runs are summarized in . From the total of 20 galaxies observed within the Fornax region, eight were found to have radial velocities larger than 5000 km s À1 . The simulations of dwarf galaxies we described in Section 4 indicate that the maximum distance of dwarf galaxies is about 100 Mpc, which corresponds to 5000 km s À1 (for H 0 50 km s À1 Mpc À1 ). Therefore, we take galaxies with V r > 5000 km s À1 as background galaxies. These background galaxies are found to be at redshifts between 0.02 and 0.2. We assume that the remaining 12 galaxies are members of the`local' Universe. Their redshifts range from 0.003 to 0.01, corresponding to radial velocities of 944 and 3186 km s À1 , respectively. All of the galaxies we detect in the local Universe are dwarfs. Their absolute magnitudes range from À15:6t oÀ12:8 mag. The average absolute magnitude for these dwarf galaxies is À14:7. Their scalesizes range from 0.38 to 1.5 kpc, the average being 0.92 kpc. Their distances vary from 24 to 64 Mpc. The majority are found at about the velocity of the Fornax cluster.
Two galaxies on the Fornax neighbouring ®elds are found to be at the same distance as Fornax. It is possible that these galaxies form an extended distribution of dwarfs around the Fornax cluster at projected distances of 2:038 and 3:28 from the centre. If indeed these galaxies are part of the Fornax cluster then the distribution of LSB members is much more extended than that of the bright ones (see Paper II). The bright Fornax galaxies of Jones & Jones (1980) are con®ned to the central regions of the Fornax plate.
Five galaxies in our redshift sample were classi®ed as cluster members by Ferguson (1989) . He estimated the redshifts of these q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 297±310 Table 5 . Results derived from spectroscopic observations of LSB galaxies. The top ®ve data points correspond to the ®rst observing run and the next 11 data points to the second one. The errors of our data are calculated from the strength of lines used in the cross-correlation above the noise. The last four data points are part of the FLAIR project and were provided by Drinkwater (private communication).
galaxies not from their spectroscopic data but rather by virtue of visual inspections of the du Pont plates. All ®ve of these galaxies were observed to have the same redshifts as that of the cluster. Two other galaxies, which he classi®ed as possible and likely members, turned out to be background galaxies. The remaining galaxies were not detected by Ferguson (1989) .
From the spectroscopic observations of 20 LSBGs (a very small sample!) we are able to identify eight background galaxies (those with radial velocities greater than 5000 km s À1 ), i.e. 40 per cent 6 22 per cent background contamination on our sample of galaxies. The average detection in ®elds F357, F358 and F359 is 48, thus we predict that there are approximately 19 background galaxies per ®eld. This is in good (too good!) agreement with the results of the simulation and Ferguson (1989) . If this estimate is true for all ®elds then we have a nearby (within about 100 Mpc) average population of 13 dwarfs per ®eld, because the ®eld average detection is 32. Held & Mould (1994) have conducted similar observations of 10 nucleated dwarf ellipticals with B T brighter than 16:5, which they obtained from the Fornax sample of Ferguson (1989) . Their dE sample is brighter in surface brightness than ours. From the catalogue of Caldwell (1987) , Held & Mould (1994) have chosen candidate galaxies with B nuc brighter than 21. Their data, in addition to other spectroscopic data of 85 faint and bright galaxies, showed that the redshift distribution around the Fornax cluster is rather¯at from 900±2100 km s À1 for dwarf galaxies fainter than B T < 15 but rather clumpy for normal galaxies brighter than B T < 15 (see Fig.  7 ). Although the number of galaxies is rather small, the bottom of Fig. 7 shows that our data also have a¯at distribution similar to that of the faint sample of galaxies in Held & Mould (1994) .
In summary, all three methods have produced an estimate of 19 background galaxies contaminating our sample in each ®eld. This value can be subtracted from our sample (i.e. from the average of 32 galaxies per ®eld) in order to give an average nearby population of about 13 LSB galaxies per ®eld. Note that this value is an average over the general ®eld (i.e. not including regions containing density enhancements such as clusters and groups).
Having randomly removed 19 background galaxies per ®eld from our catalogue of 2435 LSB galaxies, we plot in Fig. 8 the distribution of the remaining galaxies. This provides a picture of how the dE galaxies in the nearby universe are distributed. The positions of the Fornax cluster and the NGC 1400, Sculptor and Dorado groups are marked by crosses. There are obvious clusterings around the centres of the cluster and groups. The Sculptor group, however, is too near and spreads out over a large sky area, and so does not show any obvious clustering.
8S U M M A R Y
In the process of carrying out an automated search for LSB galaxies, we took the following steps.
(i) We determined the selection criteria by running several trial searches on the Fornax plate so as to minimize the number of background galaxy and foreground star contaminations and maximize the number of detected dEs. For the test run and the subsequent searches over 65 plates we select LSB galaxies which have m 0 $ 22:5 mag arcsec À2 , a $ 3:0 arcsec and B T # 20:0. The test result we obtained from the Fornax plate indicates a search success rate of 94 per cent.
(ii) We calibrated the plates using data of Davies et al. (1988) , CCD sequences of Maddox et al. (1990) and Loveday (private communication) and stars on the overlapping regions of the plates.
308 Z. Morshidi-Esslinger, J. I. Davies and R. M. Smith q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 304, 297±310 Figure 7 . Velocity distribution of galaxies in the Fornax cluster. The top panel has been reproduced from Held et al. (1994) for samples of bright and faint galaxies while the bottom was produced using our data.
(iii) We estimated the background galaxy contamination in three ways: ®rst by cross-referencing our test results with Ferguson (1989) , secondly by simulating the background population using the galaxy luminosity function of Loveday et al. (1992a) and ®nally by using limited redshift data. All three methods led to an estimate of 19 background LSB galaxies per 5:88´5:88 ®eld.
(iv) We predicted the number of nearby LSB galaxies we expect to detect by simulating the nearby population of dwarf galaxies using the luminosity function of Driver (1994) . This luminosity function can explain the FBG number density observed at higher redshifts. The model of the nearby dE population predicted, on average, a much higher number than that we actually detected.
(v) We carried out the survey over a region of 2187 deg 2 (i.e. 65 plates) comprising the Fornax cluster, the Sculptor, NGC 1400 and Dorado groups and the general ®elds between them. The survey produced a catalogue of 2435 LSB galaxies with an average ®eld detection of 32 LSB galaxies per ®eld or 13 nearby (within about 100 Mpc) LSB galaxies per ®eld.
In Paper II we will discuss the correlation function of our LSB galaxies and its implications for galaxy formation, evolution and the FBG problem. We will also include a discussion of the local luminosity density and the properties of ®eld and cluster galaxies.
